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Angie Tatham portrays Suzanna Wesley in:
"Diligence of Her Love" *
•
By Gary Clark

A dramatic presentation based
on the life of Suzanna Wesley,
the Mother of Methodism, will be
presented May 2 at 8 p.m. in
Kresge Auditorium. Entitled "Dil
igence of Her Love," the play will
star, its author, Olivet senior, An
gie Latham in a solo performance.
Scanning the last 35 years of
her life, the play deals with Su
zanna Wesley's feelings on every
thing from motherhood and edu
cation to being a woman in the
strictly male-dominated society of
17th century England. In addi
tion, the play also delves into her
close relationship with God and
the positive impact she had for
Him. This in spite of many per
sonal problems she had to face,
including poverty, illness and the
draining role of being a mother to
19 children. As Angie put it, "She
took her given circumstances and
made the best of them."
This was especially evident in
the content of her prayers. For
example, Angie remembers one
prayer in which Mrs. Wesley ear
nestly asked for more leisure time
put of her hectic schedule to de
vote to God. Remarkably, within
her next breath, however, she
had resolved her problem saying,

"But, I don't know if that state of
life would be the best for me, be
cause I'm not assured that if I had
more leisure time I'd be zeal
ously devoted to God." In short,
she realized that her busy life,
like all things, work together for
the glory of God.
Although "Diligence of Her
Love" stresses the impressive per
sonality of Suzanna Wesley, it
doesn't attempt to put her on a
-saintly pedestal. On the contrary,
according to Angie, it shows her
to be a very real human being.
For example, in the play's first
act. Mrs. Wesley's popular kitch
en services are portrayed, in
which she" sets up church at
home in reaction to a local min
ister's incompetence. Taking
place during her husband's ab
sence, the minister involved
quickly informs Mr. Wesley of
his wife's “unorthodox" behavior.
Mr. Wesley's negative response is
quick to come in the form of a
letter "desiring" his wife to dis
solve her religious assembly. But,
instead of retaliating in anger, Mrs.
Wesley politely responds, “If you
think fit to dissolve this assembly,
don't say you desire me to stop.
Command me, so that when I
stand before the judgement, I will
be able to say with a clear con
science that it was not my decision,
but yours." Thus, this scene not

Elizabeth Elliot

Language Division
sponsors chapel speakers
During May 9-13 the Division of
Languages and Literature will cele
brate the Seventy-fifth Anniversary
year with workshops, drama
presentations and guest speakers.
Two featured chapel speakers are
Two featured chapel speakers will
be Elisabeth Elliot on Tuesday,
May 10 and Dr. James Engel on
Wednesday, May 11.
Author of 14 books and Writerin-Residence at Gordon College in
Wenham, Massachusetts, Eliza
beth Elliot is still identified as the
widow of martyred missionary,
Jim Elliot. In 1956 he and four
companions were killed by the
Auca Indians while trying to take
the Gospel to that Equadorian
tribe.

After her husband's death, Mrs.
Elliot continued missionary work
with the Quichua Indians' lan
guage in preparation for Bible
translation. Then in October
1958, she and her daughter went
to live with the Aucas in a jungle
clearing. From 1958-1961 she
used her linguistic skills in the re
duction of the Aucan language to
a writtenform.
Upon returning to the U.S. in
1963, the author phase of her ca
reer began. She has written such
well-known books as Through
Gates of Splendor, Shadow'of the
Almighty, The Savage My Kinsman,
A Slow and Certain Light, and
Twelve Baskets of Crumbs. Her

only portrays Suzanna Wesley as a
women of strong principles,
standing up for God's will, but it
also brings out her lively person
ality.
Lively personalities aren't, how
ever, a commodity òf the 17th
century alone. Angie Latham, like
Suzanna Wesley, is quite a color
ful individual. With an impres
sive background ranging from
two years in Disciples in Drama
to involvement in three home
coming plays, one spring -play
and "Tartuffe," a Moliere satire,
she began this latest feat during
January. “I've always been inter
ested in oral interpretation and
acting, but I've always wanted to
use them to bring forth good
values and morals," said Angie.
And this is the goal of "Diligence
of Her Love."
Of course, during these last
three months, 'Angie has had
many battles with her nerves. “It’s
been very scary, because so many
times, I've felt it's all on me," she
said. But, while it would have
been easy to quit, Angie"
overcame her fear and continued
on toward thè completion of her
dream.
“Every time I felt scared some
thing either tangible or spiritual
would happen to affirm me in
what I was doing. . . it's been a
latest book is Love Has a Price
Tag (Christian Herald House).
Now married to Leurs Gren,
Mrs. Elliot lives in Hamilton,
Massachusetts. She addressed
conferences, seminars, colleges
and Christian organizations.
However, she says, "I believe my
first job is w riting...and after
my speaking engagement," she
states, “I direct my energies once
more to the project in the type
writer."
Besides speaking in chapel,
Mrs. Elliot will conduct an after;
noon writers' workshop. _
Internationally known authori
ty on Christian audience research
and the strategy of world evan
gelism, Dr. James Engel is pro
fessor of communications re
search and evangelism at the
Wheaton Graduate School.
Dr. Engle has authored What's
Gone Wrong with the Harvest?, (co
authored by Dr. W. Wilbert Nor
ton), How Can I Get Them to Lis
ten? and Contemporary Christian•Communication. He also has
served as consultant to more than
150 missions and church groups
worldwide and spoken at semi
nars and training institutes on
Christian audience research and _
communication strategy.
Also a leading authority in the
field of consumer behavior and
market research, Dr. Engel was
senior author of the text, Con
sumer Behavior. The first book on
the subject, it is often referred to
as the "book that made a field."
In 1980, he was named Fellow
in Consumer Behavior by the
Association for Consumer Re
search. In 1981, he received the
Paul D. Converse Award from
the University of Illinois, a na
tional award of the American
Marketing Association. Both were
given in recognition of his pio
neering leadership in the field of
consumer psychology and re
search.

growing confidence all the way
along," she added. And most of
this confidence, according to An
gie, has come from God.
For the past month and a half,
she has been rehearsing the play

under the "objective eye" of Prof.
Nancy Kendall.
Presently awaiting premier
night, Angie added, fil'm super
excited about it."

Prior to the establishment ‘"Sf*
the Communications major at
Olivet in 1978, Dr. Engel served
as a consultant for that new pro
gram. His suggestions helped
create the framework for the
major and concentrations in
speech communication, broad-

casting and journalism.
Dr. Engel, his wife and the.r
three daughters reside in St
Charles, Illinois.
Besides speaking in chapel, Dr
Engel will address the Olivetfac
ulty on May 11 in the afternoon.

CHA convention "says grow
By Pam Gooden
The 115th annual Christian Ho
liness Association Convention
was a time of inspiration and
spiritual growth for the group of
over one thousand people in at
tendance.
The theme of this year's con
vention, which was hosted by
Olivet, was "The Spirit says
'GrowT This theme was present
ed even in the pre-convention ac
tivities on Monday evening, April
18 and Tuesday morning, April
19 which involved the Higher Ed
ucation Convocation. These acti
vities included three meetings at
which Dr. Leslie Parrott, presi
dent of ONC, Dr. Eldon Fuhrman, president of Wesley Biblical
Seminary, and Dr. Merne Harris,
president of Vennard College pre
sented papers on growth and
higher education.
The theme continued to be pre-valent in the convention activi
ties beginning with the keynote
rally* Tuesday at which Dr. M.
Snook, president of Barttlesville
Wesleyan College delivered a
message entitled, “The Spirit calls
you to Grow."
Dr. Alex R. G. Deasley, pro
fessor of New Testament at Nazarane Theological Seminary con
tinued the theme of growth in
two Bible expositions entitles,
“Growth of the Christian in the
Power of the Spirit" on Wednes
day, April 20, and "The Growth
of the Church in the Power of the
Spirit" on Thursday, April 21.
TK p Plpnarv

held in

the afternoons on the 20 and 21
emphasized-growth in terms of
holiness. The Wednesday session
theme was “God’s Call to the
Holiness Movement Today" and it
was divided into four sections
which were presented by a panel
made up of Dr. David McXenna,
president of Asbury Theological
Seminary withH"God's Call to
Train . our Ministry" and Mr.
Richard Halt, publisher of The
Wesleyan Advocate and manager
of The Wesley Press with "God's
Call to Publish Holiness Litera
ture," along with Rev. Robert
Kline, general superintendant of
The Churches of Christ in Chris
tian Union, with "God's Call to
Plant Holiness Churches," and
Dr. Thomas H. Hermiz, presi
dent of World Gospel Mission,
with "God's. Call to Fulfill the
Great Commission." Dr. Parrott
served as panel moderator and
Dr. Wesley Durwel, former pres
ident of OMS International, Inc.
presented the results of a survey
of Holiness leaders.
Thursday's session was titled
"The Holy Spirit in our world." It
was a time for praise and prayer.
Answers to prayer were shared
and special prayers of thanks
were offered by members of the
congregation.
Toward the end of the conven
tion, the theme centered on the
spirit. In the Wednesday evening
rally, Dr. Dennis F. Kinlaw, pro¡continued on page 2)
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Student competes for
“Golden Scissors"
By Rachel Daniel

Christine Martinson

Dietetic major offered
six of nine internships
By Michele Monroe
Christine Martinson, a dietetic
major at Olivet, has a busy year
ahead of her. Because of her de
sire to become a registered dieti
cian, she will be going through an
internship program at Emory
University School of Medicine in
Atlanta, Georgia.
Christine applied to nine very
competitive schools located all
-over the country, and she was
accepted by six of them. Linda
Shelton of the Home Economics
Department says that "what is so
significant about Christie is that
she got into so many."
Most colleges, on the average,
take about 12 students for a par
ticular internship program. Chris
tie was only turned down by one
college, and the other two put her
on stand-by.
Colleges look for practical ex
perience, a high GPA, and parti
cipation in extra-curricular activ
ities, in internship candidates.
Christie was accepted with a GPA

of 3.983, hospital work experi
ence, lab assistant work in micro,
and food service experience. She
also has a chemistry and business
minor. Only three other dietetic
majors from Olivet has been ac
cepted in internship programs.
Christie will be involved in a 21
month program at Emory. Nine
months will be an internship in
volving work with dieticians in
the hospital. She will then be a
registered dietician and (for the
following 12 months) will work
for her Masters Degree in Medi
cal Science.
When Christie applied to the
unfversiti.es, she prayed that the •
Lord would help her accept what
ever the outcome was. Because
they were all a surprising suc
cess, she feels like the Lord has
had a major part in this decision.
“I think it was his way of telling
me that I'm doing what he wants
me to do.” Christie plans to teach
in a university of medical school.

(continuedfrom page 1)
fessor of Old Testament Theology
The G lim m erglass
at Asbury Theological Seminary,
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
delivered a message entitled, "The
Janice Gooden
Spirit Calls us to Advance."
ASSISTANT EDITOR
Mrs. JoAnne Lyon, managing
Beth Truesdale
editor of "The CHA Sounding
SPORTS EDITOR
Board," continued this theme
Mark Barwegan
Thursday morning at the Fellow
BUSINESS MANAGER
ship Breakfast in her presenta
Todd Henreckson
tion en titled ! "Walking in the
HEAD PHOTOGRAPHER
Spirit." Following that was the
Jim Springer
evening rally with speaker Dr.
ADVISOR
Ponder Gilliland, senior pastor of
Prof. Leora Legacy
the First Church of the Nazarene
in Bethany, Oklahoma. His
Staff: Becky Ackerman, Tim Bardy, Al message, entitled "The Spirit Calls
bert Barker, Teri Bowling, Gary Clark,
our Churches/' concluded the
Rhonda Clark, Todd Clark, Robert
meetings and services of the 1983
Cole, Jeff Collins, Rachel Daniel,
Terry Gooden, Cheryl Hill, Bob Koch, CHA Convention.
Chris Koemer, Lois Kranich, Bonnie
McKnight, Michele Monroe, LaMont
Moon, Dave Rech, Pam Santoro, Dean
Watkins, DeLain Wright, Tim Wright.

WHEN ARMY NURSES MOVE,
THEY TAKE THEIR SENIORITY
WITH THEM.
Army nurses are officers. They
never lose status by moving, as so
often happens in civilian hospitals.
In fact, the Army encourages
¡mobility and growth. You’re encour
aged to continue your education in
clinical specialties such as Intens
ive Care, OR, Pediatrics, OB or
Anesthesia and to attend confer
ences both inside and outside the
Army.
If you have a BSN and are
registered to practice in the U.S. or
Puerto Rico, or you’re still a student
talk to an Army Nurse Recruiter.
It could be a very happy move
Sergeant Gary Haggard
Federal Building
101 N. Joliet St., Room 218
Joliet, IL
(815) 727-3032

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Last weekend Elizabeth DiPietro competed in the Golden Scis
sors Competition, held in Fronte
nac, Missouri. Majoring in Fash
ion Marketing and Business Ad
ministration, Elizabeth entered
the contest by designing and sew
ing four complete clothing en
sembles.
She travelled to the St. Louis
suburb to model her creations,
which were judged on construc
tion, marketability, and creativity
as well as appearance and fit.
This year's judges included a
fashion designer from New York
City, and three entrepreneurs,
who own and run their own
fashion stores. The top prize
awarded was $500 and a pair of
golden scissors.
Elizabeth began sewing when
she was about ten years old, and
makes many of her clothes, es
pecially for church and formal
occasions. For the competition,
she made a formal, a church
dress, a sundress with a jacket,
and a four-piece silk suit. She was
putting finishing touches on her
dresses just days before leaving
for Missouri, and says that 99 per-

Elizabeth DiPietro
cent of the work was done during
Spring break.
Last year Elizabeth was invol
ved in the Golden Scissors Com
petition as well. The require
ments for entering include an ap
plication which must be
approved before entering. The

forms are sent to the Home Eco
nomics department each year,
and include a recommendation to
be filled out by the instructor.
Elizabeth was contacted by the
department and Miss Diane Frey
recommended her to contest
officials.

Senior presents
paper at conference
By Beth Truesdale
Senior Rachel Daniel will be
attending the National Under
graduate Conference in the Com
munication Arts and Sciences at
Memphis State University in
Memphis Tennessee May 5 thru
7 to present her 15 page paper,
"Interacial Communication: A
Shared Burden."
Dr. David Kale, chairman of
the Division of Language, Litera
ture, Speech and Communica
tions told Daniel about the con
ference and requested that she
submit a paper. Daniel wrote the
paper and expanded it to 19 pages
for both her Anthropology and
Cross-Cultural classes. She was
notified of her acceptance Mon
day, April 18.
The purpose of the conference
is to encourage scholarship
among the undergraduates and to
provide interaction between the
undergraduates and well known
scholars from the communication
field.
The conference's format will be
made up of seminars involving
the presentations of the under
graduates’ papers, workshops de
signed to explore issues in com
munication studies, general dis
cussions of the future directions
of the field of communications
and a simulation of cross-cultural
communication.

ARE YOUR COLLEGE FINANCES

Rachel Daniel
There will be three seminal representing such prestigous
groups participating in the confer- colleges as Ohio State University
ence. The group which Daniel and the University of Texas at
will be in will have members Tyler.

IN CRITICAL CONDITION?

Up in Subs

Joining the Army Reserve can reduce your college

has a

costs. If you qualify, our Educational Assistance program
will pay up to $1,000 a year of your tuition for four years.
If you have taken out a National Direct or Guaranteed
Student Loan since October 1,1975, our Loan Forgiveness
program w ill repay 15% of your debt (up to $10,000) or
$500, whichever is greater, for each year you serve.
If you’d like to find out more about how a Reserve
enlistment can help pay for college, call the number
below. Or stop by.
SGT Melo 932-4315
ARMY RESERVE. BE ALL YOU CAN B E

SUPER
Offer for Olivet Students

“Try Our New Deli Sandwich”
Your choice of cornbeef, ham or roast beef
on rye bread with swiss cheese

B uy I, Get the Second for
646 S. Main
Bourbonnais
933-2874

50$
EXPIRES MAY 11

1514 E. Court
Kankakee
932-8350

l
■

2
2
c

■■
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nedy Dr., Love Book Store at
295 S. Schuyler Ave., or by dial
ing Olivet Nazarene College at
(815) 939-5372.
The 3 hour Friday seminar cost
is $15 for registration at the door
or $10 advance registration. The
4 hour training seminar on Sat
urday costs $40 at the door, $30
in advance, and $20 for Olivet
students with identification.
Students may also take advan
tage of a special offer combining
the two seminars for the price of
$25.

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to the didate- planned to get to know
maturity level of the questions each student’s hurts and prob
that ASG candidates were asked lems.
April 11 at "Meet the Candi
Just as it is impossible to be
dates."
aware of the spiritual status of
I am not referring to those ' 2000 students, it is also impossi
questions that forced candidates ble, and outside of the ASG offi
to take responsibility for previous cer's responsibilities to counsel
actions. My concern and frustra each student.
tion is directed at the overabun
ASG officers were never intended
dance of questions that were im to serve as individual counselors for
mature, irrelevant, and misplaced 2000 students. Not only is a posi
unbearable responsibilities on the tive response to the question im
candidates - responsibilities that possible, the question itself is ir
belong to the individual student, relevant.
*
When we hurt or have a prob
not an ASG officer.
One questions asked was lem we to go those closest to us;
"How much time will you spend we don't look for the nearest ASG
in your office being available to officer and reveal our intimate
the students?'
hurts.
I would first point out that ASG
The purpose of ASG officers is
offices were never intended to be, to "secure a closer relationship
and are not office jobs. The pur between the students and admin
pose of ASG officers is to serve, istration, to provide for the regu
lead and represent the students, lation and coordination of student
not to sit in an office waiting for activities, and to foster and per
someone to call or drop in.
petuate desirable practices and
Furthermore, officers are traditions among the students of
students, too, with schedules the college." (Associated Student
packed with classes, tests, labs Constitution)
and meetings. Most ASG officers
They are not elected to serve as
are available to all students—one one-year term as our mother
cannot go through a day of school away from home.
without seeing at least one ASG
Finally, the most disturbing
officer.
part of the night was that candi
A second question asked, "How dates were forced to make their
do you plan to get .to know and personal testimonies part of their
help each individual student with political platform.
his apiritual needs?'
To judge one’s testimony good
The' question is ridiculous, and or bad, acceptable or unaccepta
a positive answer impossible. ble, side by side with the candi
ASG officers were never intended to date's other responses is evidence
be pastors. They are no more re of our spiritual immaturity.
sponsible for each student's spiri
I’d further add that we should
tual growth than the serpent was not be voting for the person we
for man’s fall. We are made in the judge to be the best Christian, but
image of God with wills of our for the candidate we believe will
own.
Each individual
is do the best job of filling the re
responsible' for their personal sponsibilities of the office.
spiritual growth.
Sincerely,
Another question addressed to .
David Manville
the candidate asked how the can"Spanks"

The annual Spring Banquet and
Induction Ceremony for Kappa
Delta Pi will take place on May 5
at 6:30 p.m. in the Nash Banquet
Room. The evening will include
entertainment by the Concert
Singers, Dr. Parrott as guest
speaker, and an induction cere
mony of new members. The cost
of the banquet is $5.50 and is
open to all members and alumni.
Kappa Delta Pi, a national hon
or society in education, is based
on the qualities of excellence in
scholarship, high personal stan
dards, distinction in achievement
and contributions to education.
Individuals invited to become

Lucas brings back memory

Scholarship Bank
offere internships

members are chosen on the basis
of scholastic achievement (mini
mum of 3.2 GPA) and whose pro
fessional and personal attitudes
have been approved by faculty
members. One who has been
elected and pledged to Kappa
Delta Pi is a member for life and
is expected to maintain the ideals
of the society.
The ONC chapter of Kappa
Delta Pi, Nu Beta, was founded
in 1973 and has initiated approx
imately 290 students during the
NEED HELP
ensuing years. Currently, there WITH YOUR STUDENT LOAN?
are approximately 35 student
If you've attended college on
members, juniors and seniors a Guaranteed Student Loan or a
from varying fields of teacher ed1
National Direct Student Loan
ucation.

¡made after October 1, 1975,
consider spending a couple of
years in the Army.
If you train for certain
specialties, the government
’Anil release you from 1/3 of
your indebtedness (or $1,500,
whichever is greater) for each
year of active duty.
Obviously, a three-year
enlistment cancels 100% of
your debt. But if you sign up
for the exclusive two-year en
listm ent option', we'll still
cancel 2/3 of your debt.
Plus, you may be eligible for
¡generous educational incent
ives.
To find out how to serve your
country and get out of debt, call
the number below.
SGTMelo 932-4315

937 PLEASURE

9555

10% off any sotvice m/ONC r.D,
2 buildings south of Dairy Queen
T T T T ----------------

World Hunger Week began in
chapel Wednesday, April 27 with a
presentation by Vice President of
Spiritual Life Les Parrott. The
week is scheduled to end May 6.
The Associated Student Gov
ernment has set a goal of $2,000
to be reached by the end of the
week. A thermometer will be
hung in Chalfant Hall to keep
track of the amount raised daily.
Jerry Lucas speaks to local businessmen at Olivet in September.
Throughout the week A.S.G.
will be raising money in various
ways. The council’s goal is to
have each student donate at least
Jerry Lucas, the unforgettable workshop will begin at 6:30 p.m. one dime daily. Containers will
man of memory, will be return in the Larsen Fine Arts Center be placed in the cafeteria at each
meal.
ing to Olivets campus on Friday, and continue until 9:30 p.m.
The money will be sent to the
Saturday's seminar will be held
May 13 and Saturday, May 14 to
conduct seminars on the art of from 9 in the morning to 2 in the Nazarene World Hunger and Dis
recall.
afternoon, covering techniques aster Fund, where 100 of the
Lucas amazed a chapel full of on how to remember names and money will be spent on food in
students last semester by teach faces and how to study less, but foreign countries.
The faculty and staff is also en
ing them in a few minutes how to remember more. It will also be in
couraged to participate in the
memorize with the use of'visual the Larsen building.
Ticket costs for the seminars money drive. Containers will be
images. He will be explaining his
concepts in more depth during vary and can be purchased at the available for them in the book
the Friday seminar and concen door or in advance. Advance tick store, library and in front of the
trating on how to better remem ets can be obtained from Ben- chapel. On May 4 students are
ber passages from the Bible. The ston's Bookshoppe at 795 N. Ken- asked to fast lunch and dinner.

College students interested in
working in summer jobs in their
chosen professional fields should
apply now for the thousands of
corporate and governmental in
ternships and work study oppor
tunities available.'
According to The Scholarship
Bank, most internships are spon
sored by major corporations and
pay in the range of two to three
thousand for the summer. Many
will pay students' relocation ex
penses. These internships are
good sources of training and may
lead to permanent employment as

Kappa Delta Pi plans banquet
By Lois Kranich

World Hunger
Week begins

147 S. Main

1

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

well as invaluable contacts in the
student's chosen field. In addi
tion, internees can qualify for
scholarships and other financial
eiid from many of these employers,
ers.
Many deadlines are near for
these programs. Students inter-

ested in receiving more informa
tion about these internships and
scholarships should send a busi
ness size stamped self-addressed
envelope to The Scholarship"
Bank, 10100 Santa Monica Blvd.
Suite 750, Los Angels, CA 90067.

Cije tillage Cleaner
636 SOUTH MAIN ST., BOURBONNAIS
Phone (815) 932-2732

Jim says:

Don't Go Home!
until you stop by Jim’s Clothing

Everything Must Go!
Close out sale of entire stock
of Men’s Clothing
Entire line erf nationally advertised brands

sportcoats
sweaters
blue jeans

suits
pants
shirts

sizes to fit any man

Jim’s Clothing
971 N. Kinzie, Rt 50 Bradley

939-4011
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State of WorldNeed inthe 80's
When the Son of Man from the goats. He will put
comes in his glory, and all the sheep on his right and
the angels with him, he will the goats oh his left.
sit on his throne in heavenly
Then the King will say to
glory. All the nations will be those on his right, "Come,
gathered before him , and you who are blessed by my
he will separate the people Father; take your inheri
one from another as a shep tance, the kingdom pre
herd separates the sheep pared for you since the cre

ation of the world. For I was
hungry and you gave me
something to eat, I was thir
sty and you gave me some
thing to drink, I w as a
stranger and you invited me
in, I needed clothes and you
clothed me, I was sick and
you looked after me, I was

in prison and you came to
visit me."
Then the righteous w ill
answer him, "Lord, when
did we see you hungry and
feed you, or thirsty and give
you som ething to drink?
When did we see you a
stranger and invite you in,

or needing clothes and
clothe you? When did we
see you sick or in prison and
go to visit you?"
The King will reply, "I tell
you the truth, whatever you
did for one of the least of
these brothers of mine, you
did for me."

By Jerry Ballard
World Relief
Jesus and the poor are insep
arable. The needy flocked
aro u n d him everyw here -he
w ent. The beggars. The blind.
The lame. The destitute with
no other place to go. The hun
gry. He was touched by their
infirm ities. Ten times the New
Testam ent records that Jesus
wasraf'moved w ith com pas
sion," each tim e in the context
of Jesus' personal confronta
tion w ith suffering people. The
bereaved. Refugees flounder
ing "as sheep w ithout a shep
herd." the hungry masses, the
sick w hom he delighted in
touching.
Jesus is the Son of the God
of Isaiah, the God who de
clared through his prophet, "is
not this the kind of fasting I
h a v e chosen: to loose th e
chains of injustice and untie
the cords of the yoke, to set
the oppressed free and break
every yoke? Is it not to' share
your food w ith the hungry and
to provide the poor w anderer
w ith shelter —w hen you see
naked, to clothe him?” (Isaiah
58:6,7).
Jesus came to bring good
news to the poor. Good for
eternity. Good for now. And
we are his hands, reaching
out, touching a suffering gen
eration in his name. On the
following pages, you w ill read
about the real needs of real
people struggling for survival
in today's real world.

the fact that this burden belongs
to His people, those who own His
name. Those on His right hand
who would inherit the Kingdom
were those who gave Him some
thing to eat for His hunger, drink
for His thirst, clothing for His
nakedness, hospitality when He
was a stranger, care when He
was sick, and visitation when He
was in prison.
How can the physical needs of
man as part of the Gospel be ig
nored in that? More chilling yet
in that passage is those on His left
hand, who had not done this,
were told, "Truly to the extent
that you did not do it to one of
the least of these, you did not do
it to Me." They did not enter the
Kingdom.
We dare not watch a child die
in our arms anymore for the lack
of a cup of powdered milk or a
spoonful of rice when we repre
sent the wealth of North Ameri
ca, and especially Bible-believing
Americans, where even a fraction
of that wealth could save millions
of children from starvation.
We dare not stand aside and
leave people homeless, their eyes
staring empty into the hopeless
future,. when we can put a roof'
over their heads for a pittance by
North American standards.
We dare not take a spectator's
seat watching the "huddled mas
ses yearning to breathe free? and
who have braved hundreds of
miles of dangerous seas in an
open boat to find freedom, with
out rushing to rescue them. Or
those who huddle just out of gun
shot range in the horn of Africa
or Pakistan.
We dare not simply run up the
figures on our calculators of those
refugees jammed up on- a far too
small island waiting for someone
to take them in without finding
families to help give them a start
in a new home in North America.
In other words, what we really
believe in, we do. Everything else
is just so much religious rhetoric.
And we believe God never in
tended for the righteous to sit idle
while the restless poor struggle
for survival. With one-fourth of
the world hungry and threefourths far from knowing the
simplest comforts we take for
granted, the pressure is on us to
put Matthew 25 Christianity into
action.
We believe God created all
things for people to enjoy. And
He isn’t pleased that sin has
fumed His world into a night
mare of hopelessness and oppres
sion. As Dr. George Peters of
Dallas Seminary puts it, "I cannot
think of a God of love, justice and
holiness who would be indiffer
ent to the plight of millions of His
creatures whom He created in
His own image, for His own pur
pose and unto His own glory. The
Bible forbids me to think of God
and not at the same time think of
making this world more humane,
creating a culture that makes it
possible for man to live like a hu
man being, and assisting others to
become truly human."
We believe in the God-imputed
dignity of each individual under
the sun. Poverty, destitution, and

alienation from the mainstream
of life mutilates the human spirit
and binds the soul in darkness.
For this reason, we believe, Jesus
declared, “The Spirit of the Lord
is upon me, because He has cho
sen me to bring good news to the'
poor. He has sent me to proclaim
liberty to the captives and recov
ery of sight to the blind, to set
free the oppressed" (Luke 4:18-19)
What kind of liberty is con
cerned only with the eternal state
and cares nothing about the con
dition of life in the here and now.
Ten times in the New Testa
ment it is said that Jesus was
"moved with compassion." All ten
times occured when He was con
fronted with human need-death,
disease, the homeless living as
"sheep without a shepherd," the
hungry. And we believe He ex
pects His people' likewise to be
moved with compassion.
“If we love our neighbor as God
made him," writes John Scott in
Christian Mission in the Modem
World, "we must inevitably be
concerned for his total welfare,
the good of his soul, his body and
his community.”
Or as Martin Luther put it, "If
you preach the gospel in all as
pects with the exception of the
issues which deal specifically
with your ' tune, you are not
preaching the gospel at all."
As Christians, we should be
committed to dealing with the
issues of our time. We would
want to change the course of his
tory for today's millions of stran
gers who need people with the
Christian compassion to invite
them in. For the one billion who
will go to bed hungry tonight,
15,000 not to wake up tomorrow
morning. For the ten million who
will die this year from drinking
polluted water, if things go the
same as last year. For those
whose lives are threatened by
natural or manmade disasters.
For the impoverished sick who
have not one with the ability to
help or who cares whether they
live or die. For the forgotten
people behind barbed wires or
barred windows because they
were on the wrong side of a poli
tical struggle or had the wrong
religious views.
These millions of suffering peo
ple are not cosmic. They are^individuals with names, mothers,
dads, children. They are real
people behind the mask of the
masses. And God loves every
single one of them.
No, we need make no apology
that we are activists for God put
ting Wheels to Matthew 25. But
we dare not do it apart from the
church, apart from God's people
here at home or around the
world. Because it is in this rela
tionship that the whole need of
suffering people is met. While
people are not souls without
bodies, neither are they bodies
without souls. And by linking
arm in arm with church and
mission worldwide, we also in
sure that "food for the body* is
accompanied with “food for the
soul." "For what shall it profit a
man to gain the whole world and
lose his own soul?"

Our greatest asset is the com
passion of God's people who not
only are concerned about a needy
world but are ready to do some
thing about it. Call it accounta
bility. Call it stewardship. Call it
the compelling force of the Gos
pel, which it is. Yes, something
we feel we are so few among so
many. But if Jesus could take five
loaves and two fishes to feed
5,000, He can do the same with
us.
As Bishop Paul N. Ellis of the
Free Methodist Church sait is, in
terms of action, “Somehow we
have to make our people feel that
it's not enough for them to min
ister by proxy. They're going to
have to minister in the name of
Christ themselves. And when
they become involved with peo
ple who are hungry and needy
and poor, they're not going to be
satisfied with simply giving a
tithe or two to the church nor
even in giving proportionately...
they are going to want to give
largely of their plenty of people
who are in need."
When that happens, the world
will truly “know that we are
Christians by our love.”
Are we then event-making or
simply eventful? Will we be vic
tims of history or shapers of it?
Will we end up on the right hand
of Christ or -the left? Will be
action or rhetoric?
The world of the destitute on
our doorstep waits foi the an
swer. We dare not wait too long
to decide.

She is a scientist. Educated. In
telligent. And she does read the
daily newspaper.
* Her words were dropped cacually into the middle of the eve
ning TV news. A quick quote and
she was gone.
But somehow her few words
nudged back into my thoughts
after the evening news ended.
My gut feeling was that she was
right.
It was one of the hundreds of
news reports on the energy crisis.
Perhaps easy to let go in one ear
and out the other.
But this one didn't.
"If we continue to insist on the
kind of evergy-consuming life we
have been used to,” she said,
"we'll have to fight a war for it.”
Blunt enough.
Perhaps one of the reasons her
words stuck is my conviction that
wars may be fought not only for
oil, but for food as well. Suppose
the world of have-not people,
millions of them multiplying with
terrifying rapidity, should rise up
figuring it is better to die fighting
for a scrap of food than to die the
slow death of starvation?
One can talk about it. Warn
about. Ponder it. Make categori
cal statements about.
But who does anything about it?
I remember Sydney Hook in his'
book The Hero in History who said
there are two possible types who
really shape the destiny of man
kind. One is the "eventful man"
who waits for the circumstances
to be just right before he moves
in to influence the situation, he

will not risk anything too early.
The other is the "event-making"
man w ho. finds the "historical
fork in the road. . . he increases
the odds of success for the alter
natives he chooses by virtue of
the extraordinary qualities he
brings to bear to realize it."
The eventful man waits for all
systems to be "green for go" be
fore he ventures to change any
thing. The conditions must be
just right. The event-maker does
not wait. He sees the problem,
the dangers, senses he must do
something regardless of what
people think. On him and his ac
tion in terms of what he is, the
course of history is shaped.
Jesus was an event-maker. He
did not wait as merely an event
ful God-man for a better time to
"become flesh," a time when
everyone would accept Him as
Messiah or treat Him as a hero.
He came at the precise moment
when the world languished in the
agony of darkness, confusion and
pain. Because He did, although
conditions did not seem right,
though He was faced with hostil
ity and finally rejection. He in the
end,shook the foundations of the
world and swung history com»pletely around on its axis. It was
His “right time."
Jesus in His time healed the
sick, fed the hungry, ministered
to the brokenhearted, gave a wo
man the "living water" at the well..
He became the personification of
the true "hero in history" in every
sense, both in terms of the Godman and the compassionate
Savior.
As the world "waxes worse and
worse," we are ordered to be “salt"
and “light."
And waxing worse it is. The
world is becoming top-heavy
with the hungry, the thirsty, the
strangers, the displaced, -the
dying—and it is rising to a rush
ing tfde that will affect interna
tional peace much more than the
battle for oil.
Warren Brown in the Washing
ton Post said, "Worsening world
hunger seriously threatens all
possibilities for world peace, ac
cording to a presidential com
mission report.
“The report, 'overcoming World
Hunger: the Challenge Ahead,'
concludes that there are 'more
hungry people Today than ever
before and failure to satisfy their
needs could have grave implica
tions for all nations, including the
United States.'"
Meanwhile, some in the church
still argue about what is the prop
er way to relate to people in
physical need. Some still do not
believe yet that there is a place
for it. Thank God that attitude is
changing. Actually only in Amer
ica can Christians afford the lux
ury of such an argument.
Some would say the physical
belongs to somebody else. But
who is that somebody else? Gov
ernment agencies do their best,
but very often they are hopeless
ly bogged down by red tape or
political, and military considera
tions.
The point is that in Matthew
25, Jesus was very direct about

I was hungry and you gave
me somthing to eat.
Matthew 25:35
Ricardo is five years old. His
short time on earth has been one
of struggle against a consuming
enemy-hunger. His matchstick
arms and legs sprawled on the
dirt floor of his simple Brazilian
home bear witness to the lifelong
battle.
The fight is over.
Death won.
Recardo is only one of between
400 million and one billion
people in the world who are
chronically malnourished. Run
ning on "empty." Twenty-one
children like him die every
minute.
For one-half to two-thirds of all
people alive, hunger is not
merely an occasional pang felt be
fore lunchtime. It's a lifstyle. Ma
hatma Ghandi called their plight
“the eternal compulsory fast.”
What can be done to correct
this tragedy? Perhaps we should
increase food production, raise
more livestock and cultivate dor
mant land. If over one-half of the
entire world population is chron
ically hungry, there must not be
enough food to eat? Right?
Wrong.
The exasperating truth is that
enough food exists in the world to
feed everybody. It just isn’t being
distributed equitably. The imbal
ance in food distribution is the
number one reason a hunger
problem haunts our world today.
Developed countries nearly
empty the food bowl before pas
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sing the scraps to developing
nations. Rich industrialized coun
tries compose the front line of
liability. But wealthy elites in
poor countries also bear part of
the responsiblity.
“In reality, our world today is
two worlds;, one rich, one poor;
one literate, one largely illiterate;
one overfed and overweight, one
hungry and malnourished; one
affluent and consumption-orient
ed; one poverty-stricken and sub
sistence-oriented." So states Lester
Brown in In The Human Interest.
The goal of economic growth in
its conception was for the bene
fits of growth to trickle down to
the poor. In most cases they hav
en't. The advantages have flowed
to the rich, who get richer. The
poor only get poorer.
Here's the simple fact of how it
works in terms of the average
North American lifestyle. If 100
people represented the total
world population, and all 100
tried to live under the current
standards of living of a North
American, only 18 could remain
alive. The other 82 people would
die because of a lack of resources.
And that's part of what is hap
pening in the world today. Rich
nations import twice as many
dollars worth of food from poor
as they export to them. Develop
ing countries have traditionally
exported cash crops such as cof
fee and sugar to keep their econ
omies alive. Coffee and sugar
might help keep economies alive,
but they don't do the same for
people. The objective of bringing
income and encouraging develop
ment has rarely been realized.
Money tends to remain in the
hands of the wealthy few. This
kind of development does little to
help the starving poor.
In much of Africa, South and
Central America,-Asia and the
Middle East, life expectancies fall
between 30 and 40 years. More
than half of the babies born in
Africa die before they turn five.
And in Asia alone, 300 million
people are malnourished.
Ironically, a malnutrition prob
lem also plagues developed coun
tries. It's called overeating.
A factor in cardiovascular and
other diet-related diseases, over
eating accounts for more than
half of the-deaths in the United
States. An estimated 25 percent to
45 percent of American adults are
more than 20 percent overweight.
With only six percent of the
world's population, North Ameri
cans consume 40 percent more
calories and 70 percent more pro
tein than the rest of the world.
Many North Americans literally
eat themselves to death.
In the past 40 years Americans
have consumed 220 percent more
soft drinks, 70 percent more pas
tries and 85 percent more “junk*
foods than before World War II.
Our consumption of dairy prod
ucts and vegetables is down 20
percent. The annual cost of these
foods with little or no nutritive
value is approximately 30 billion
dollars, according to nutritionist
Dr. George Briggs of the Univer
sity of California.
Poverty is at the heart of the
hunger catastrophe. To under
stand the diversity of the contrib
utors to poverty, one must anal
yze a web of problems—unbalan
ced distribution of wealth, cli
matic conditions, greedf|lack of
technological skill, overpopula
tion, underemployment. No one
factor can be effectively treated
in isolation. All must be dealt
with simultaneously.
Myths continue to cloud our
vision.
One myth is heaping the blame
for the hunger problem on over
population. Some charge that the
world simply has too many
mouths to feed, and if people in
developing countries would stop

having so many babies, they'd
have enough food. But it isn't that
simple.
In many areas, women must
have six children to insure that
one will make it to adolescence.
If overpopulation were the major
cause of hunger, people in crowd
ed countries would all suffer. Yet
China, with twice as many people
per. cropped acre as India, has
nearly eliminated its' hunger
problem. India has a desperate
one.
Low food -production is another
scapegoat for hunger. But even in
countries where total food pro
duction has increased^? more
people are going hungry. In
creased technology usually only
benefits the “haves.” The 'havenots' are forced to stumble along
on pitifully low wages.
In the developing world, 650
million people receive less than
$50 a year. Over 75 million
landless laborers work in fields for
50 cents a day. Even then, 80
percent of thafincome is used to
acquire food. Eighty percent of
$50 doesn't leave much for any
thing else.
And so the gap widens, tossing
12,000 people daily into the abyss
of death. Nearly 15 million people
a year are converted to corpses.

I was thirsty and you gave
me drink.
Matthew 23:35
A flick of the wrist or a two-mile
hike. Which would you prefer.
-In most developed countries,
the uncouscious wrist action is all
it takes to produce an abundant
water supply. You merely turn the
faucet on.
In developing countries women
often travel miles on foot to secure
one jug of water from a well. It
may take half a day to make the
trip. And in many other countries,
even a two-mile hike won't lead to
water. There simply isn't any.
W ater-the most prescious of all
resources. A vital necessity for
life. A human being cannot live
more than 10 days without it. It
composes 90 percent of your
blood, 80 percent of your brain, 75
percent of your flesh, and 25 per
cent of your bones.
Ten million people die each year
even though they have water be
cause their water is polluted. Pol
luted water is directly responsible
for the deaths, and half of the dy
ing are infants.
Water is used for drinking, but it
also serves three other important
functions-food preparation, hy
giene and food production. Sub
tracting water from any of these
procedures is like snapping a bicy
cle chain in half and expecting the
bike to work smoothly. It cant.
Imagine trying to make dinner,
wash, or grow a garden without
water. Or with water infested
with parasites and waste products.
You might as well wash with mud.
Two sides of the water supply
problem plague developing coun
tries. Quantity and quality. They
rarely travel together.
Water shortages parch countries
with arid climates like Africa and
India. In the Sahel region of Africa
(Mali, Upper Volta, Niger, Mauri
tania, Senegal, Chad), the desert is
creeping southward at a rate of 1530 miles each year, scorching ev
erything in its path.
In some areas land is available
for farming, but not enough water
is available to keep crops alive.
Though irrigation accounts for 80
percent of all the water used in the
world, all to often even that is
wasted through inefficient farm
ing methods.
Quality is the other- half of the
water supply dilemma. Even
where water is available, is fre
quently is useless due to damage?
ing elements the water contains.
Water pollution is more
common in rural areas than

urban. The most prevalent contributor_ to pollution is organic
human and livestock waste. Soil
erosion and runoff of fertilizer and
pesticides in farming areas also re
duce fresh water availability.
Ironically, the more industrial
and commercial development
taking place in a country, the
more likely it is that chemical
waste will pour into rivers and
streams, leading to pollution. In
dustrialization and development
may increase the gross national
product of a country, but they
may also mean more polluted
water for the thirsty poor.
Diseases which spread through
impure water cripple and kill.
Contaminated water is the prin
ciple agent in transmitting tyfl
phoid, cholera and bacillary dysentary, prevalent diseases in de
veloping countries-. "W ater«
washed" is a term used for other
diseases spread through unclean
water. They include trachoma, a
contagious eye inflammation, and
various skin rashes and disorders.
The most common cause of death
in developing nations is diarrheal
disease, often fueld through un
sanitary water.
The United States alone spends
25 billion dollars a year combat
ting water pollution. The cost of
sewage treatment is approximate
ly $10 per household, more than
the total family income in many
countries of the world.
Ignorance of hygenic practices is
part, though not all, of the prob
lem.
Severe poverty and sub-human
living condition. In many areas of
the world the same water is used
for washing, drinking and bathing.
Governments predict that with
growing populations, industriali
zation and food production, the
demand for water will double
before the end of the century.
Water can be either the giver of
life or the channel of death,

I was a stranger and you in
vited me in.
v.
Matthew 23:35
Late October, 1979. It was as if a
human dam had burst. A flood of
people poured over the border of
Campuchea (formerly Cambodia)
into Thailand. Their hollow
cheeks and straw-like limbs re
flected the torturous struggles of
life in the jungles. With little food
and even less water, the refugees
dropped like flies. The world's at
tention was drawn to the plight of
these homeless refugees.
They joined hundreds of thous
ands of other refugees pocketed
throughout Southeast Asia: ethnic
Chinese “boat people," Laotians,
Vietnamese. Some land refugees
have been waiting in camps for
years, seemingly forgotten. Coun
tries of refuge like Hong Kong,
Malaysia and the Philippines al
ready teem with people. Despite
lulls in departure from Vietnam
and Laos due to the monsoon sea
son, number of refugees continue
to increase.
For the person forced to flee his
homeland, the only method of es
cape is harrowing and pregnant
with danger. And his future is
, ever more uncertain because of
delicate world political balances.
For these reasons, the free world
media have singled them out for
attention. Certainly not unde
served.
But they are only the tip. of the
worldwide refugee iceberg.
In the simplest terms, refugees
are persons who haye felt com
pelled (or have been forced) to
leave their homes. Unable or un
willing to re return, many remain
in a homeless limbo. According to
the United States Committee for
Refugees, they are the “ultimate
victims of war and oppression.
Too often. . . the forgotten byprod
ucts of ideological disputes, poli

tical repression or a foreign policy
gone awry."
In most cases they have fled in
fear because of war or civil strife.
Persecution for reasons of race, re
ligion, national origin or group
affiliation may have precipitated
the move. Oppression .or lack of
protection by a new or ineffectual
government may prompt a propul
sion of people from a country.
In 1980, there were well over
15 million refugees throughout the
world. Every continent harbored
stateless or homeless victims of
war, intolerance and social un
rest. Because a small percentage
each year manage to return home
or become viably resettled, and
because vast numbers of new
refugees continually emerge, the
world refugee situation is in a con
stant state of flux. Overall, the
numbers are increasing.
Refugees are often in dire need.
The extent and specifics of that
neet depend on the reasons for dis
location, the understanding the'
individuals have of the forces act
ing upon them, the degree of vio
lence and deprivation iencountered, and the speed of resettlement.
Yet the majority of the world’s
refugees are confronted with poor
health, little food, inadequate
shelter and no money. A complex
mixture of emotional problems
results from culture shock and
other frustrations of the situation.
The Kampucheans are a partic
ularly poignant example because
of the immediacy of their need.
Since 1975, nearly one third of the
original seven Kampucheans have
been systematically murdered.
Victims of unparalleled political
games, the remaining Kampuche
ans were forced to flee. Starvation
and disease are eating their bodies
away.
Refugee housing in Thailand,
Hong Kong and Malaysia is at a
crisis point. In January 1980, Thai
land had over 200,000 refugees,
up from 90,000 in 1977. In Malay
sia, the refugee population swelled
from 14,000 in July 1978 to over
55,000. Hong Kong, already one of
the heaviest populated areas in the
world, has admitted over 40,000
refugees.
While the United States, France,
Canada, Australia and Belgium
provide resettlement opportuni
ties for the Indochinese, the rate of
processing is almost hopelessly be
hind the rate of refugee flight.
The situation is not less serious
in other parts of the world.
On the African continent: civil
war in Angola and Ethiopia; Tribal
genocide in Uganda; racial strife
in Zimbabwe and South Africa;
murder and torture in Equatorial
Guinea. These and dther conflicts
resulted in approximately 15 mil
lion known displaced persons at
the beginning of 1980.
In Latin America where some 80
percent of the population lives
under military . rule, large
numbers of refugees flee when
civil and political liberties are sus
pended.
The situation in eastern Europe
is unique in that many who wish
to leave their homes for political,
ethnic or religious freedom are
prevented from doing so. The "vol
untary refugees" are forced to re
main in oppresive captivity in
their own countries.
In the Middle East, more than
two and a half million refugees
may be found, about two-thirds of
whom are Palestinians. The re
m ainder include Lebanese
displaced by civil war, Greek Cyp
riot escapees from Turkish inva
sion, and Kurds who fled Iraq.
While a number of international
and regional human rights,
religious and social agencies at
tempt to provide medical and food
supplies and other aid, problems
continue to grow. Relief efforts are
often hampered by political situa
tions as well as by the sheer geo-^

graphic remoteness of many refu
gee groups.
The ideal would be to see all
refugees settled quickly, achieving
self-sufficiency. The experience of
losing everything and starting all
over in a new land can sometimes
actually serve as a stimulus, a
challenge to new productivity.
According to United Nations
standards, a community would be
considered self-sufficient when it
reaches economic and social via
bility; the ability to feed, house
and educate and care for its mem
bers, responsibility for its own fu
ture and maintenance of a stan
dard of living not drastically lower
than that of the local population.
However, this type of solution is
not a simple one for developing
nations who have enough trouble
providing for their own native
populations.
Special questions also remain on
an international level. What are
the principles for granting asylum
as a humanitarian act? Who is ac
tually eligible for refugee status?
What of legal safeguards for dis
placed persons?
- Unfortunately, wars, political
strife and intolerance will contin
ue to engulf lives. Refugee pro!:lems continue to call for ousiJe
assistance, regardless of politics.

I was naked and you clothed
me.
Matthew 25:36
Imagine that one night as you
sat dowm to eat dinner the blasts of
gunshot, screams and rumblings
invaded your dining room. Looking
outside you discover homes blaz
ing with fire, the neighbors bleed
ing in the street. A band of angry
screaming men streams toward
your house. The only possible es
cape is an immediate one. You
leave everything you own-home,
car, food, clothing - and run for
safety.
Episodes interrupt the pulse of
life in countries around the world
when disasters like war disrupt a
nation.
In addition to the man-made dis
asters forcing refugees to flee, other
violent events leave thousands of
people homeless and in need of as
sistance in their own countries: the
awesome upheavals of the natural
world.
More than 90 percent of all loss
of life and damage to man and the
environment is the result of four
main natural hazards: drought,
floods, tropical cyclones and earth
quakes. Over half of all natural dis
asters originate with meteorologi
cal events including storms, floods,
drought and temperature extremes.
In disaster-prone developing
countries, these events often serve
as enormous barriers to economic
growrth, sometimes cancelling out
any hard-won increase in gross na
tional product, or actually causing
a loss.
In more immediate terms, natur
al disasters kill thousands of people
each year, cause disease and injury
for tens of thousands of more, and
leave hundreds of thousands home
less.
Immediately following a major
disaster, food and water supplies
may be cut off or contaminated.
Electricity and gas supplies are
often involved in explosions and
fires, and cut off. Medical supplies
and facilities may be destroyed.
The danger of disease epidemics
spread through contaminated
water, destroyed sanitation facili
ties, and large numbers of dead
bodies lurks in the aftermath. Eco
nomic loss of property, crops and
personal possessions is usually in
the millions of dollars, if not im
measurable. Enormous increases in
food prices soon follow the initial
impact.
The following examples, from
the 1970's alone, offer only a small
indication of the magnitude of
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suffering and deprivation in affec airlift of essentials incurred the diseases strangling lives in their livers become enlarged. The
expense, followed by inadequate developing countries. Malaria, tu sparse hair which hasn't already
ted areas.
Within a period of six years,
distribution facilties. Repeatedly, berculosis, and parasitic infections 'fallen out obtains a reddish tinge,
three of the most devastating earth attempts to deliver relief goods to invade and destroy millions every and the skin a strange pigmenta
quakes in the region's history rav
year. Diseases now rare in devel tion. If they survive the respira
aged Central and South America. nations are beset with political and oped countries continue to kill in tory and gastrointestinal diseases
Nearly 800,000 were left homeless logistical problems.
other countries where immuni this condition leaves them vulner
in northern Peru. The city of Mana- - Part of the response difficulty zations are not available. Even able to, even their intellectual
gua, Nicaragua was struck by more also stems from the emergency preventable diseases like tetanus abilities may be permanently af
than 200 tremors, leaving 300,000 nature of the disaster situation. and measles often result in death.
fected.
homeless in the middle of a severe Helpers feel pressed to respond
One of the most reliable gauges The kind of fasting I want is
drought. In Guatemala and Hon quickly, and often in the rush of health status in a country is the this: Remove the chains of
duras, more than one and a half actual need is not adequately as measure of life expectancy. The
million were left homeless. In all, sessed. As a result, large amounts average life expectancy in devel oppression and the yoke of
the three quake episodes left about of donated goods may arrive which oping lands is 15 to 25 years less injustice, and let the op
pressed go free. Share your
100,000 dead and almost 300,000 are irrelevant to emergency needs. than in developed countries.
There may be too little, or far too
injured.
Three basic types of diseases food w ith the hungry and
Tropical storms in Asia and the much of needed materials. Sup effects of the disaster alone. Thus, open your house to the
South Pacific wreak frequent des plies which arrive unlabeled and fecally-related, air-borne and vec hom eless poor.
truction. One of the worst of mod unsorted compound distribution tor-borne.
Isaiah 58:6,7
ern times was the 1970 cyclone activity. Receiving facilities be
The most widespread diseases
which spawned an immense sea come congested. Delivery is fre-, are the fecally-related. Transmit
In a world of desperate need, we
wave that pounded East Pakistan, quently delayed by inadequate ted by human feces through un ask ourselves what we can do
and which also precipitated the transportation within the country.
sanitary waste disposal condi about problems so vast and all en
breakaway of Bangladesh as a sep Total recovery from a disaster tions, they include parasitic and compassing. The proverbial child
arate country. The birth pangs of often required outside help ex diarrheal disease like typhoid and who recommends sending his left
famine-ridden Bangladesh resulted tending beyond the initial relief cholera.
over dinner to India elicits chuck
in the most massive movement of response. The minimum goal may
Air-borne diseases comprise the les from wiser generations. But
population in the history of the be to restore normal pre-disaster next largest group. The title "air too often we answer our own
conditions. Yet in developing coun borne" is given them because of questions silently. "Nothing I can
world.
The Bangladesh situation also tries, "normal conditions" frequent the way they spread through per do about all the suffering in the
serves to point out some of the dif ly include malnutrition, disease sons breathing air-borne respira world."
ficulties involved in providing and and economic deprivation. True tory secretions of infected per
Half a billion devoured by mal
distributing aid to disaster victims need is often greater than the sons. Diseases of this kind are tu nutrition. Hundreds of millions
where political turmoil is involved. airlift of essential incurred massive berculosis, pneumonia, diptheria, laces with parasitic disease. Mil
Immediately after the great wave the goals of rehabilitation must aim bronchitis, whooping cough, men lions die from diseases easily pre
and its monstrous winds swept at higher than pre-disaster levels of ingitis, influenza, measles, small- , vented in other areas of the world.
thousands of people into the sea, living.
pox and chicken pox. Although Over 15 million refugees driven
most are preventable in developed from their homelands. Thousands'
relief supplies for the survivors
were rushed to East Pakistan from I was sick and you cared for countries, they transform into kil die in disasters which descend
lers in lands where medicine and upon towns, homes and countries.
the U.S., Great Britain, China, me.
Matthew 25-36
doctors reside hundreds of miles Most of the people in the world
India and many other countries.
don't have safe drinking water.
Joseph Mwangi didn't pay away.
But long delays were encounter
The third group of diseases are Millions fester in prisons and de
ed before relief supplies reached much attention to the blacKfly zer
their intended recipients. East oing in on his arm. Bugs and flies less common, though still a sober tention camps, some imprisoned
blamed West Pakistan for failing to were common in the sub-Sahara and deadly reality in developing for crimes not committed, others
help, and a man-made disaster fol where he lived, and he had no idea countries. Called vector-borne dis held for unpopular religious or
lowed on the heels of a natural one. what terrible fate lay beyond this eases, transmitted by insects, they- political beliefs.
The words of Jesus knife
include malaria, sleeping sickness
The great Sahel droughts that blackfly's bite.
through this dismal state of the
It didn't take long to find out. and river blindness.
swept across Africa by 1974,
Malnutrition, faulty or inade world: "Whatever you did for one
leaving up to 200,000 dead and 25 Larvae injected by the fly into Jo
million more in abject famine, offer seph's skin developed into foot-long quate nutrition, is conspicuously of the least of these brothers of
a classic example of the intertwin spaghetti-like worms. “Literally absent from the list. Though some mine, you did for me." The prob
ing
effects
of
political swimming under Joseph's skin, the 450 million suffer from malnutri lems are worldwide, but individu
mismanagement, ecological rape larvae permeated tissues through tion, it is never listed as the cause al responses are eternally signi
and a long process of climatic out his body, including their of death. What malnutrition does ficant. A loaf of bread. A cup of
change. Faminer disease and eco prime target-the cornea. The lar is increase the susceptjblity of a clean water. A shelter. These ac
nomic disruption resulted not only vae eventually robbed him of his person to other diseases. It is the tions command immeasurable
springboard to an illness which importance to someone who is
from drought in the marginal sight.
No acceptable curative treat then kills. Malnutrition also com hungry, thirsty or homeless.
desert Sahel, but also from over
E. F. Schumacher wrote, “The
population among human and cat ment for Joseph’s disease had been pounds the severity of an illness.
tle inhabitants. Overgrazing of found. It affects some 30 million A nutritionally healty person poor don't do much damage; the
sparse desert-like pasture destroy people a year in Africa, the Ara stores needed energy to fight dis modest don't do much damage.
ed vegetation normally holding bian peninsula and pockets of ease. A malnourished person is Virtually all the damage is done
back the desert. Local governments Latin America. Experts call it on defenseless against even the most by, say 15 percent.". . . And we fall
in that 15 percent!
were unwilling to admit to the chocerciasis, or river blindness. common illness.
It is the children who bear the
world that their people were starv The dreaded blackfly thrives in
ing until the situation was well past forests and tropical areas, and greatest burden of poor health.
efforts to destroy it through insec Most ailing children suffer from
the crisis point.
Scientists now believe the desert ticides have been futile. In some kwashiorkor, the most prevalent
ification of the Sahehwill render areas of Africa, 40 percent of all and severest form of malnutrition.
Dangerously underweight, their
most of the area totally adults become blind by age of 40.
tissues swell with excess fluid and
PRINTING OF ALL KINDS
uninhabitable within a couple of JliverJblindness^
decades. Because of the fundamen
Graduation Announcements
tal climatic changes underway,
Name Cards - Resumes
long-term attempts at rehabilitation
Wedding Invitations
or irrigation may be doomed to
failure. An entire way of life based
390 E. Broadway, Bradley
on nomadism and cattle raising ap
937-9032
pears destined for extinction. With
renewed drought and famine in
1980, emergency aid is still needed,
along with the development of selfhelp subsistence planning for the
MAYI \ ( ,
uprooted Africans.
Phone 932-6432
When the Sahel plight became
1355 W. Jeffrey
Kankakee
known in 1973, an international
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Paul wrote to the Corinthian
church in 2 Corinthians 8:13-15:
Our desire is not that others
might be relieved while you are
hard pressed, but that there might
be equality. At the present time
your plenty will supply what you
need. Then there will be equality,
as it is written: "He that gathered
much did not have too much, and
he that gathered little did not
have too little.”
Once we understand the basic
aspects of human need, the ques
tion of what to do still remains. An
important contribution, person
ally, can be to practice conserva
tion in every aspect of our life.
Energy. Natural resources. Miner
al wealth. Food consumption.
Waste of every kind: food, water,
paper, fuel, metals, glass. To live
with an awareness of world needs
triggers sensitivity. And sensitivi
ty breeds action.
It may seem that the United
States as a nation already does
enough to help alleviate world
suffering. But, this is debatable.
The U.S. ranks 13th in assistance
■from developed countries to de
veloping in relation to its capa
bilities. As a whole, Americans
seem more concerned with per
petuating continued affluence and
overconsumption than in allevia
ting the chronic poverty which
characterizes much of the world
today.
World problems won't be solved
with simple solutions. Though the
problems are international in
scope, we can affect some actions
through political participation,
Individual votes from taxpayers
do not go unheard. Writing our
senator or representative is a
meaningful iction when the
writer is knowledgeable of the
problems and helpful courses of
action. The Congress and the Pres
ident need to hear from us about
world problems.
The solutions to problems in the
world today will not be found in
the actions of one or two people.
But collectively, individuals can
respond to them in a significant
manner.

Earn $500 or m ore
each school year.
Flexible hours.
M onthly paym ent
for placing posters
on cam pus.
Bonus based on results,
Prizes awarded as w ell.
(800) 529-0883

Business and Social Printing

— Resume Service —

YOUR BSN IS WORTH
AN OFFICER’S COMMISSION
IN THE ARMY.
YOUR BSN IS WORTH AN
OFFICER’S COMMISSION
IN THE ARMY.
Your BSN means you’re a
professional nurse. In the Army,
it also means you’re an officer.
You start as a full-fledged
member of our medical team.
Call your local Army Nurse
Corps Recruiter. Or stop by.
Sergeant Gary Haggard
Federal Bldg., Rm 218
101 N. Joliet St.
Joliet, IL
(815) 727-3032
ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

.
b u y a n y Siz e p iz z a
Caesari7> AT THE REGULAR
' ■*»'-> ■
PRICE...GET THE
■
id e n t ic a l !
PIZZA FREE»
(No limit-Carry out only);

Just present your Olivet ID
No coupon required

KROGER SHPG CENTER
BOURBONNAIS
Take home pizza-sandwiches- salads & more

939-0002
Sun-Thurs 11 am-midnlght

Fri-Sat 11'am-1 am

home
style

MAYTAG HOMESTYLE
LAUNDRY
DROP OFF LAUNDRY
and
DRY CLEANING SERVICE
WE APPRECIATE YOUR
BUSINESS,ONC.. .THANKS!

ASK ABOUT OUR FREE
Wash Card & Monthly
Drawings!!
call fo r details 937-5536

Open 7 Days a Week
Kroger Shopping Center
Bourbonnals

The
Gilded
Cage
Styling Centers
for men and women
Open 6 days a week
Evenings until 8
1 0 % d isco u n t
to O livet stu d e n ts
on a ll s e rv ic e s
(Bourbonnais location only)
Bourbonnais Plaza
Across from Campus

Meadowview

933-2843

933-1411
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Richard Smallwoods
provide entertainment
By Teri Bowling
The primary attraction of the
"Don’t go Home Weekend" April
29-31 is the Richard Smallwood
Singers. Sponsored by Social
Committee and Orpheus Choir,
the Smallwoods will perform in
Kresge Auditorium, tonight at 8:00
p.m.
The musical artisty of this
group reflects both classical train
ing and a charismatic religious
experience. Richard Smallwood,
son of a Baptist minister, is a
composer, pianist and former lec
turer at the University of Mary
land.
With a degree in voice and
piano from Howard University,
Smallwood is widely known for
his original compositions which
reflect the fervor of the Black
gospel sound. His unique style
integrates and alternates the best'
. features of percussive gospel
piano with legato classical piano.

The Richard Smallwood Singers

Forest Service volunteers gain experience
If you can sacrifice salary for a
chance to gain valuable work ex
perience this summer, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's For
est Service has a program just for
you.
It's called the Volunteers in the
National Forests and the program
is gaining popularity among col- lege students who are looking for
meaningful ways to spend their
summers.
"Sure I was skeptical about not
getting a paycheck, but I took a
gamble and it paid off," said Paul
Leadabrand who served as a vol
unteer wilderness ranger in Colo
rado’s, magnificent Eagles Nest
Wilderness. "I was majoring in
forestry production at Humboldt
State College in Areata, California
and I saw the volunteer program
as a good opportunity to get some
real experience. Even though I
didn't earn much money, it
turned out to be a very worth
while summer."
The snow-capped peaks of the
Eagles Nest also provided valua
ble experience for Diane Nelson
of Galva, Illinois.
"I saw the Volunteer Program
as an opportunity to gain exper
ience and to do something differ
ent," she said. "Instead of work
ing in the heat of Illinois, I spent
my summer maintaining trails

and patrolling campsites In moun initely a good experience,” said
tainous areas that were often Debbie Irvine, a 19-year old com
more than 12,000 feet high and puter sciences major at Lassen
snow covered.
College in Susanville, California.
Nelson also said the experience As a volunteer working in the
she gained as a volunteer was supervisor's office of the nearby
helpful in completing her studies Lassen National Forest, she
in recreation and parks admin spends several hours each day en
istration at Illinois State Univer tering Forest Service data into the
sity.
agency's computers. "Because I
"Last year alone, more than live only a few minutes away
42,000 volunteers contributed from the office, volunteering is
work to the Forest Service valued almost like having all this sophis
at $15 million," said Stan Gay ticated equipment in my own
lord, the Forest Service's national home. Without the volunteer pro
volunteer coordinator. "In return, gram I would never have had the
we gave them a chance to gain opportunity to gain as much ex
valuable experience, and to perience as I am getting now."
Barbera Merlin, a student at
expand their horizons. We also
provided insurance coverage and San Francisco State, is currently
often reimbursed them for inci working as a volunteer in the
Forest Service's regional informa
dental expenses."
Gaylord explained that the For tion office in San Francisco. The
est Service makes every effort to program has been so well-re
place volunteers in jobs that are ceived that San Francisco State
both interested and related to the students who volunteer receive
volunteers' interests or career credit toward graduation. Among
her other volunteer duties, Mer
goals.
For instance, most people don't lin is putting together a
associate the Forest Service with discussion panel to recruit more
computers. But many volunteers volunteers.
“Not only has being a volunteer
are finding the agency to be an
excellent place to gain experience given me experience, it has open
with the latest data processing ed up pew career opportunities
for me," she said. "Based on my
equipment.
"As far as I'm concerned, being experiences here, I think I would
a Forest Service volunteer is def someday like to be an

information officer assigned to a
national forest."
Some of the more traditional
natural resource professions asso
ciated with the Forest Service,
such as timber, wildlife, and rec
reation management, are notori
ous for the difficulties they post
for students who want to gain
experience in them.
"Volunteering provided me with
my first real field experience,"
said Bob Willging, a wildlife man
agement and biology major at the
University of Wisconsin. "Last
sum m er,1 spent five valuable
weeks as a volunteer wildlife
assistant on the Chequamegon
National Forest in Wisconsin. I’m
sure that experience will make
my resume look more attractive
to prospective employers after I
graduate."
Sometimes participation in the
Volunteers in the National Forest
can leave a lasting impression.
David Taylor, a student at David
son College in North Carolina,
worked as a volunteer on Virgin
ia's George Washington National
Forest last summer. While sur
veying timber stands, he had an
unusual encounter.

Classic hymns are transformed
into contemporary statements of
spiritual affirmation.
The Smallwoods have been ac
claimed by the National Press
Club of Washington, D.C., and
the French Embassy, as well as
Olivet's Orpheus Choir.
Upon hearing them at the Feb
ruary Praise Gathering in Indian
apolis, Orpheus members have
continuously sung their praises.
"Awesome! They were inspiring
and uplifing," exclaimed Sharon
Smiley.
Andy Hurles described them as
"Fantastic! Unbelievable! Very
moving!" •
"They're great," affirmed Teresa
Ulmet. 'They have a fantastic spirit
and they're very fine musicians.H
Tickets are general admission
and will be sold in Ludwig
throughout the week and at the
door! Cost is S3.
”1 had just crossed the road and
started into the woods when I
heard a strange buzzing sound,"
he said. "I looked down and there
was a rattlesnake at my feet. 1
don t think 111 ever forget that
experience." Despite that unnerv
ing incident, Taylor says he rec_commends the volunteer program
to other college students.
The Volunteers in the National
Forest program has even become
international in scope. Last year,
Thomas Wurth, a forestry student
at the University of Freiburg in
West Germany, volunteered to
help out on the Klamath National
Forest in California. He was so
impressed by his experiences that
six more students from his school
are conling to the Forest Service
as volunteers this summer.
There are Forest Service offices
in 44 states, the Virgin Islands,
and Puerto Rico. To sign up as a
volunteer, contact one of these
offices listed in the phone book
under “U.S. Government, De®
partm ent of Agriculture," or
write: Volunteers, Forest Servic1USDA, Box 37483, Washington,'
D.C. 20013.
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W hite sandy
beaches,
Warm G u lf
breezes ...
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medical careers at LW.
BLAKE HOSPITAL And our
procedural & technological
sophistication will blend
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accredited and enjoys *
strong support from the
surrounding community.
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hospital.
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Sports

By Del Erickson .

The meet goes on
By Mark Barwegan
"The meet just goes on,” insists
Head Track Coach, Ralph Tres'
Hodge, responding to how his
. track team has been facing the
early season weather conditions.
"With the all weather tracks the
meet just goes on," he repeats, un
less the weather goes to the
extremes of a heavy snow, ab
normally high winds, torrential
downpours, or lightning.
Because 4he weather hasn't
exactly been the runner's best
friend this spring, the times for
most of the running events
haven't been lightning fast either
but, as Hodge points out, "We
have had some records."
Mike Ulrich, for one, has

Hard work” paying off for Tiger baseball

The wind wasn't strong enough
to affect Dave Bruce's shot put
performance. H e recently threw
an ONC record of 46 feet 8
inches.
The reason <Hodge shows to
much concern for the weather is
because he is looking down the
track at the NAIA Christian Na
tionals to be held in Marion, In
diana at the end of the regular
season. Hodge can enter 1 man
per event in the Nationals with
out their needing to qualify but in
order to enter the ideal number
of 2 per event, both must qualify
by a deadline which ends just
after their third meet.
Besides the goal of getting as

w zsm

The Tiger baseball team started
their season with two losses, but
hard work soon paid off as they
finished ■up their spring break
with a 10-4 rècord.
The Tigers' 17 day trip ended
with a week in Boca Raton, in the
16th Annual Bibletown Tourna
ment. In Olivet's 14th year of
competition at this event, they
placed third with a record of 6-2.
In total points Olivet was only
three behind* the number one
tournament team.
In Olivet's six wins, they gained
two victories each over Nyack,
Grand Rapids Baptist, and Sioux
Falls. Their losses were to Spring
Arbor and Union.
Pitchers Dave Neal and Dale
Newsome posted 2-0 records in
the tournament to lead the Tigers
while Butch Stafford and Bob
Drake had records of 1-1 each.
First baseman Mike Conway
led the team in tournament home
runs with three, while Steve
Davis had- two. Slugging one
homer each were Ernie Vandersteen and Tom Herrman.
At the end of spring break, Staf-
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ford led in batting average withan with a .417'. Conway leads in
even .500. Olivet had seven hit home runs with four, Davis leads
ters over the .300 mark.
in RBIs with 22, and VanderBringing things up to date, the steen leads in stolen bases with
Tigers now have a 13-9 record. 13. The Tigers fielding percent
Stafford leads in batting average age is .931.

Tennis
team goes for conference title
By Tim Wright

topped the record he set last year
in the 10,000 meter by almost 40
seconds, trimming the time to
31:44.6 to a 31.06.
Hodge mentions the fact that
the distance runners and weight
men haven't been affected nearly
as bad by the weather as the
sprinter, high jumpers, and long
jumpers, and is hoping that some
of his Tigers in these events will
be able to pounce on some rec
ords when and if the leather
quits roaring.
Don Singleton is another rec
ord breaker, who almost man
aged to run his 1500 meter race at
a minute a lap, coming in with a
time of 4:04.3, despite problems
with the wind.

many people to qualify for the
Christian Nationals as possible,
Hodge is also running after the
goal of placing at least fifth in
every meet they attend, which is
respectable considering that be
tween 10 and 15 teams attend
each meet.
To achieve either of these goals,
says Hodge, takes a lot of hard
work and practice, something
which is hard to come by during
poor weather conditions, but
Hodge stresses again that the
meet goes on and, with an unin
tentional pun, adds, "In track,
with this short a season, you al
ways run into problems."
******************
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

"We definitely have a good
chance at winning the confer
ence title again this year,” claims
first year coach, Mark Flemming
of the men's tennis team. The
Tigers lost only two people from
last year's conference champion
ship team and this season are al
ready off to a 4-1 start in their
matches.
Leading this year's team is
senior Rod Carpenter, who has
finished first every year in the
conference tournament in his
flight, the post two years winning
the first flight. Carpenter has im
proved every year and this year
Flemming feels he could fare
very well at the national tourna
ment level.
Carpenter hurt his shoulder in
an April 20 match against Aurora,
but was back the next day to
win against Lewis. Flemming
describes him as being a compe
titor and "just too tough to keep
out of action."
*****************
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Trya lot of tenderness.
Hardee's Big Roast Beef k so tender, tasty, and juicy, you'll be tem pted to have it
noon and night. Sliced thin and piled high on a toasted sesame seed bun, it's about all
two hands and a body can hok.‘. So next tim e you're good and hungry, tuck in your nap
kin, let out your b e lt and try a lot of tenderness—Hardee's Big Roast Beef.
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Rounding out the rest of the while MacKay works on his doc
squad are juniors Curt-Crocker, torate. Flemming graduated from
Monty Lobb, and Paul Horton, a Olivet in 1982 and was assistant
sophomore Kent Meyer, and basketball coach for the Tigers
freshmen Jeff Schimmelfennig last year.
and Jeff Arnold.
The Tigers are 4-1 so far this
season, having beaten Aurora, Milikin and Lewis twice, while los
ing to IIT. They have also been
rained out twice. The Aurora vic
tory has been the only conference
match so far.
Olivet will be both the host and
defending champions of the con
ference tournament May 6-7 at
Snowbarger Athletic Park. After
this tournament is the district
tournament on May 13-14. Last
year Carpenter advanced to the
semifinals of this tournament.
Flemming is replacing Terry
MacKay as coach this season
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BUY ONE BIQ ROAST BEEF
AT REGULAR PRICE
GET ONE BIG ROAST BEEF FREEII
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